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a: this issue occurs if your profile does not exist. this can happen if you
deleted the profile from the old xbox 360 console, but it is still on your

hard drive. delete the profile and restart your console. first, download the
fight night champion xbox 360 emulator. you can download it here. you
will also need to download the xenia-git in order to get the newer rpcs3

version of the emulator. if youre not familiar with git, you can learn how to
use it here. lastly, you will need to install the xenia installer to make rpcs3

a part of xenia. once you have installed the emulators and the xenia
installer, youre ready to start playing fight night champion xbox 360

emulator. youll need to open the emulator using the command prompt.
using the x:/ directory, youll be prompted to choose the folder you want to
store your game files in. im not going to go into a ton of detail here, so you
can find out all that and more by following the fight-night-emulator guide.

next, youll need to download the game and decompress it. this is the
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process of ripping the game to a single folder. once it finishes, youll see a
folder called fnc. this is the folder in which youll place your xbox 360

game. in order to play the game, youll need to launch the emulators main
executable, which can be found here. once you launch the emulator, youll
be prompted to choose a game. press the xbox button to select the xbox

360 game you want to play. youll need to select the option to play in
background and press ok to start playing fight night champion xbox 360

emulator. the first thing youll notice is that fight night champion xbox 360
emulator is a very bare bones emulator. its going to be familiar to anyone
who has played one of the 6th-gen xbox games. that being said, it might

take some time getting used to the emulator. the biggest thing youll notice
is that the emulators controls are very simple. you have one main option

that you can use to move around, jump, and toggle the view of your
match. you can also press the a button to talk to your opponent. press the
z button to select your character. and the x button to choose your attacks.

you can also turn subtitles on and off with the y button. theres really
nothing else you can do in the controls, so it might take some time getting

used to.
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the same issue will affect you when using the xbox 360 emulator on your
console. if you are playing on the xbox one and your controller is not

connected, your pc will think that the controller is connected and that you
are using a keyboard. so youll need to use your xbox one controller, or
another controller. another thing you need is a modern pc with modern

hardware. this means anything released after mid-2016, when intel rolled
out the haswell line of cpu. and yes, youre missing out on some super

modern hardware if you run xenia on a 5 year-old pc that uses a socket
1366 motherboard. note that we have not tested this, but there are reports

that older haswell machines do work, which means that you could
potentially run xenia on a machine from 2014. note, however, that this is
only possible with the oldest build of the emulator that exists. note that
this is only possible with the older build of the emulator. the upcoming
release will use the vulkan api, which can only be used with a gpu that

supports it. you can check this by running the emulator in "debug" mode.
this will show you information about the specific graphics card in use. in

addition to the hardware requirements, you need a couple of other things
ready. the first is a modern operating system. xenia can run windows 7, 8,

and 10, so you dont need to worry about compatibility issues. and
remember that this is just for the emulator, so you wont be able to use it to

run the actual game. so if you want to play this game on your pc, youre
going to need to find a modern one with a supported operating system.
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